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Good morning. Welcome to our regulars and thank you for your continued
support. If this is the first time you have attended the press conference I
hope you will benefit from the interaction with the first rate panel we have
assembled this year. Having their input and spin on things makes the
numbers in the report much more meaningful. This is the third year of
combined Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals and
Penske Logistics sponsorship for the SOL Report – and the partnership
has definitely enhanced the report! There are many people in the
background that make the report and this press conference so successful
every year, especially CSCMP’s Jessica D’Amico, and I want to
acknowledge and express my personal gratitude to her and others that
help me with research, planning and logistics, and public relations. Now on
to the report.
Introduction
The cost of the U.S. business logistics system rose 6.6 percent in 2011,
bringing us up 17 percent over the low point in 2009 (Slide 1). Business
logistics costs increased to $1.28 trillion, up $79 billion from 2010. We
have not yet regained the 2007 level, the precipice from which we dropped
during the recession. In truth we may not get back there for quite some
time. In 2011, logistics costs as a percent of the nominal Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) rose a slim 2.6 percent to reach 8.5 percent.
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Both inventory carrying costs and transportation costs rose modestly in
2011. Inventory carrying costs increased 7.6 percent (Slide 2). The
increase in carrying costs was due to higher costs for taxes, obsolescence,
depreciation, and insurance, tied to the rise in inventory levels. Interest
rates continued to drop in 2011, although there is not much farther for
them to drop. Recently, Federal Reserve Chairman Bernanke said that
they would not raise their benchmark interest rate until late 2014 at the
earliest. In fact he went on to caution that “2014 is our best guess.” Interest
rates have been kept low for the last three years and it sounds like they
could stay that way for another three.

Transportation costs were up 6.2 percent in 2011 because of higher rates,
not increased volume. Although some sectors had lower revenues in 2011
rail, trucking, and third party providers of transportation services were able
to increase rates and revenues. Indeed, most Class I railroads and many
of the major trucking companies reported significant profits and had strong
balance sheets. The important factor is that this happened in a nonconstrained environment with only lackluster volume growth. Trucking,
which comprises 77 percent of the transportation component, posted a 6.2
percent rise, but the real leader was the railroad sector which saw a 15.3
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percent increase. The third party provider and forwarding sector was up 9
percent and gaining strength at the end of the year.

2011 was a rather unremarkable year as far as logistics statistics are
concerned. As predicted the economy continued to follow its slow bumpy
growth path and freight volumes were subject to the ups and downs. The
GDP growth rate slowed to 1.7 percent in 2011, well below the 2.8 percent
growth rate in 2010. Rail and truck rates increased broadly early in the
year and held up, allowing beleaguered carriers to recover some of the
increased operating expenses they have been facing for the last several
years. Capacity in the trucking industry is in a tenuous equilibrium state,
true shortages are rare, but available capacity is not abundant. Excess
capacity is a major issue for the ocean shipping sector and load factors
due to unused capacity have been unfavorable for the air cargo sector as
well. The railroad industry has invested throughout the recession and
recovery to ensure that it will have the capacity to pick up the slack as the
recovery gains momentum.

The economy improved in more areas than it retreated in over the year,
making me hopeful at times that there would be genuine good news to
report this year. New hiring, while not strong, increased in most months,
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finally pushing the unemployment rate down a notch or two. Consumer
confidence trended upward throughout the year, leading consumers to
spend on items beyond necessities. The negative side is that many dipped
into savings or extended their credit. Businesses demonstrated their
expectations of a stronger economy by adding new workers and stepping
up manufacturing, particularly in the first half of the year. The
manufacturing sector of the economy has been in expansion mode for
over 27 consecutive months, but just barely as measured by Institute of
Supply Management.

U.S. exports of goods and services increased by 14.5 percent in 2011 to
$2.10 trillion, while imports increased 13.8 percent to $2.66 trillion (Slide
3). In fact, several records were set for exports in 2011. U.S. exports of
manufactured goods reached a record $1.27 trillion in 2011, up 15.1
percent from 2010. One of the leading manufacturing sectors was motor
vehicles and parts, which grew 17.7 percent. Industrial supplies
represented the largest goods export category with a record $499.5 billion
worth of exports in 2011, followed by capital goods with a record $491.4
billion. For the first time since 1949 the U.S. became a net exporter of oil in
2011. U.S. refiners exported record amounts of gasoline, heating oil, and
diesel to meet higher global fuel demand, while U.S. fuel consumption
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dropped. The deteriorating global economy and those of some of our
major trading partners, along with the strengthening of the U.S. dollar,
combined with other factors to slow down trade as 2011 progressed.

Manufacturing and business spending have carried the economy
throughout the recession and recovery, but they were not as strong in
2011. The longer the recovery takes without solid sustainable economic
growth, the more reticent businesses become about hiring and investment.
This was evident in the data for the second half of 2011. Industrial
Production was up only 3.9 percent in 2011, much lower than the 6.3
percent rise in 2010. A promising sign was the strengthening in consumer
goods production. Industrial production for consumer goods was up 2.7
percent in 2011, compared to 0.8 percent the year before. Manufacturing
for businesses and construction rose by 7.9 and 4.6 percent, respectively,
slower than the corresponding 2010 increases of 12.7 and 9.8 percent.

The capacity utilization rate had risen to 76.0 percent by the end of the
fourth quarter, but it was still 2.8 percentage points below its long-run
average. In fact, most major manufacturing industry groups were operating
at rates below their industry-specific long-run averages. Capacity utilization
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for manufacturing as a whole has recovered most of the losses from the
recession according to the latest data from the Federal Reserve Board.
Overall economic growth in 2011 was slowed by the sharpest cuts in
annual government spending in four decades. These cuts contributed to
the stubbornly high unemployment rate, as well as to reduced spending on
the part of businesses. Many businesses are largely dependent on the
government for their revenue. This includes white collar jobs in consulting
and IT work and blue collar jobs in construction for public works projects.
Consumer spending, which accounts for over 70 percent of GDP, ended
the year stronger than it started, but still was not enough to fuel a faster
recovery. For the final three months of 2011, Americans spent more on
vehicles, and companies restocked their supplies at a fairly robust pace
(Slide 4). Much of the spending, however, came either from credit or by
reaching into savings. According to the Federal Reserve the personal
savings rate, which had been rising during much of the recovery, has fallen
for five consecutive quarters. Many economists feel that the rising savings
rate is not good in this extended recovery period. They argue that using
the funds to stoke the economic engine would provide the needed infusion
to speed up the recovery. Household income levels inched up, but not by
much. Many of the new jobs created in the economy are minimum wage
jobs and therefore have not fueled income growth. Most consumers have
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repeatedly said in surveys that they are worse off than they were prior to
the economic meltdown and feel that less spending and more saving is
necessary for survival.
The Business Logistics System—2011
Total logistics costs rose 6.6 percent in 2011, extending the slow growth
trend we have experienced for the last few years. Earlier this year the
Federal Reserve indicated that full economic recovery is still at least three
years away. Transportation costs were up 6.2 percent in 2011 because of
higher rates, not increased volumes. Interest rates plummeted while
inventory levels continued to rise. Higher inventories led to increases in
other inventory related costs such as insurance, depreciation, taxes, and
obsolescence resulting in a 7.6 percent gain in inventory carrying costs
(Slide 5). Logistics as a percent of our nominal GDP eased to 8.5 percent,
bringing us back up to 2003 levels.

All business inventories increased in all quarters. Inventory levels are now
close to the levels that were experienced at the height of the recession,
ending the year at the highest point since third quarter 2008. The average
investment in all business inventories (agriculture, mining, construction,
services, manufacturing, wholesale, and retail trade) increased to over
$2.1 trillion in 2011, a jump of 8 percent (Slide 6).
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We have been pointing out an inventory management trend that began
prior to the recession. Retailers have leaned their inventories on hand and
now require their suppliers to deliver only the product they need. As a
result, retail inventories have been relatively stable while wholesale and
manufacturing inventories have increased (Slide 7). During most of 2011
manufacturing and wholesale sales and inventory levels were well
matched. However, at the end of the years when manufacturing was
slowing and retailers were not restocking their shelves, stockpiles were
rising.
The retail inventory-to-sales ratio skyrocketed during the recession, from
1.26 in late 2007 to 1.48 in early 2009, mirroring the steep rise in
inventories as sales dropped off (Slide 8). The ratio was very stable during
2011, indicating the retailers have adjusted to the new level of spending
and unpredictable changes in demand. The flat retail inventory-to-sales
ratio masks the growth in the wholesale and manufacturing inventories that
back up retailers.
The cost of carrying inventory is determined not only by the value of
private inventories, but also the interest rate for holding those inventories.
The annualized commercial paper rate from the Federal Reserve is used
for the interest component in the SOL model. The annualized rate fell
again to 0.9 percent in 2011, from .13 percent in 2010 (Slide 9). The result
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of higher inventories and historically low interest rates was a 31.4 percent
drop in the interest component of carrying costs. Given the growth in
inventories and associated costs, the low interest rate has been holding
this component well below where we would expect it to be. For instance,
simply replacing the interest rate with that from 2005 would have the
impact of adding $69 billion to the bottom line – which would almost double
the 2011 increase and send logistics costs as a percent of GDP back up to
just over 8.9 percent!

Taxes, obsolescence, depreciation, and insurance rose 8.2 percent in
2011 (Slide 10). The increase in these components is directly related to
the growth in inventories. Insurance rates were fairly stable last year and
did not have a substantial impact other than the cost of insuring more
goods. Taxes, depreciation, and obsolescence on the other hand
accounted for most of the increase because of the higher inventory levels.

The cost of warehousing was up 7.6 percent in 2010. The excess capacity
of warehouse space in the industry drove rates down over the last few
years. As inventory levels have risen, space has been filled and rents were
pushed up. The warehousing industry has been improving its product
management within the warehouse and its processes with carriers serving
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the facilities with new software and equipment to improve the efficiency
and maximize throughput. In addition they have branched out to offer
services beyond the traditional packaging and handling related tasks,
including 3PL services. Building of new warehousing facilities had slowed
to a trickle, but in 2011 new capacity was added to the system and some
markets even reported very low available capacity.

Transportation costs went up 6.2 percent in 2011. Carrier revenues are
used to measure the cost to shippers in the SOL model. Air, water, and
pipeline revenues declined in 2011 while railroad, truck, and forwarders
experienced revenue growth. The year started out very strong with
impressive year-over-year increases as demonstrated by the Cass Freight
Index (Slide 11). For the first four months of 2011 volumes ranged from
11.4 to 13.8 percent above 2010 levels. Meanwhile freight payments
ranged from 27.2 to 35 percent higher than the previous year for the first
seven months. The economy began to slow down significantly by the start
of the third quarter and the only sign of strength was the earlier than
normal shipments and inventory buildup in anticipation of the holidays in
July. From that point on volume and total freight dollars paid dropped off.
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Trucking, the largest component of the transportation sector, was more in
control of rates in 2011. Trucking costs rose 6.2 percent in 2011, with the
intercity truck segment up 6.9 percent and the local delivery segment up
4.7 percent. With the exception of December which was a record month for
truck tonnage, volume was almost flat (Slide 12). Rates increased
between 5 and 15 percent across the industry. Larger companies tended
to be on the high side of the rate increases, while smaller companies were
on the low side.

Despite the much needed rate hikes, many trucking companies still found
themselves challenged by higher costs that included driver pay, rising
insurance premiums, diesel fuel prices, and new equipment prices (Slide
13). Government regulations, such as Compliance, Safety, and
Accountability (CSA) have already had the impact of reducing capacity in
the industry. Many shippers reevaluated their carriers using CSA scores
and dropped carriers with high scores. This left carriers that may already
have been strained by the recession with lower revenue expectations,
reducing their ability to fix their fleets to lower their scores. On average
LTL carriers have tended to have worse CSA scores than carriers in
general, and this virtually whittled the carrier selection down to a couple
dozen possibilities. The prospect for liability litigation has been at the
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forefront of these decisions. It did not take long to realize that using CSA
scores as the only or strongest barometer would not work in this tight
capacity market. Instead agreements now include clauses requiring
carriers to use trucks that have passed inspection for their shipments and
to have a plan for remediating their CSA scores. Usually there are
checkpoints for the carrier and if the goal has not been met their
agreement can be terminated. A recent Transport Capital Partners (TCP)
survey showed that most carriers are employing several methods to
ensure compliance with CSA. Each has an impact on their bottom line.
Over 78 percent of those surveyed have focused on employee training so
that they understand how CSA will affect their career, 63 percent are
focusing on changing the behavior of sub-performing drivers, and 55
percent are investing in new technology to help monitor equipment and
drivers.

2011 was a banner year for truck sales with new registrations up 38.2
percent. According to R.L. Polk 1.25 million new and used Class 3 through
8 trucks were registered in 2011, with over 791,000 being used. This is a
record for used vehicle sales in a calendar year. In fact, used trucks have
been selling almost as fast as they become available. Fourth quarter
figures showed a marked decline in used truck registrations because of a
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shortage of good late-model used trucks. Registrations for Class 8 trucks
dropped 27.4 percent between the first and fourth quarter. The high
demand has driven up the cost of used equipment. According to Act
Research Company analyst Kenny Vieth “the average retail price for a 4-6
year-old truck in January 2010 was $36,600. A year later, that price
climbed to $48,600 and this January it soared to $58,100.” Carriers are
being hit with another reality that is affecting fleet size due to higher
equipment prices, they have to trade in more trucks for each new truck
they buy. Donald Broughton of Avondale Partners reports that “a fleet that
trades in ten older trucks now can afford only seven or eight new ones.”

Further, Broughton, who tracks trucking company bankruptcies and their
impact, noted that equipment prices have played another interesting role in
the capacity picture. “Trucks that were worth $25,000 less than the amount
owed on them two years ago now can be sold for a profit of $15,000
apiece, allowing some owners to make a graceful exit from trucking,
instead of going bankrupt as they would have in 2009.” Only 665 carriers
declared bankruptcy in 2011, a welcome change from similar numbers for
each quarter in recent years.
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Despite the shrinking fleet, carriers are still reporting difficulty finding
enough drivers (Slide 14). By the end of 2011 about 18 percent of carriers
surveyed by TCP reported six to ten percent unseated trucks. Not only are
they having difficulty finding drivers, they are also facing 88 percent driver
turnover rates. The American Trucking Association reports that for 2011
the turnover rate for large truckload companies was 83 percent, the
highest it had been since 2007, when it was 117 percent. The ATA
estimates that it costs a carrier about $5,000 to $6,000 in lost revenue and
expenses to replace a single driver. Many carriers have reinstated training
programs and actively recruit from driving schools. The Arkansas
Department of Workforce Services has responded by reviving its Truck
Driver Training Pilot Initiative. The ADWS has partnered with Arkansas
State University at Newport and the Arkansas Trucking Association to
restart the program, which was suspended in 2009. A student is required
to complete a four-week training session and remains in a job for at least a
year in return for forgiveness of the student's tuition and related expenses.

To further add to the driver problem new Hours of Service regulations
regarding the hours a truck driver can operate will go into effect in July
2013. The new rule will reduce the maximum number of hours a truck
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driver can work within a week from 82 to 70. It is estimated that the new
rule will cause a 3 to 8 percent loss of productivity for each driver.

The cost for rail transportation jumped 15.3 percent, down from 21.8
percent rise in 2010 (Slide 15). Class I freight revenue per ton-mile
continues to increase, up 12.9 percent, from 3.33 to 3.76 cents. Ton-miles,
however, were up only 2.3 percent in 2011. Higher rates accounted for
almost all of the increase in rail transportation costs. Total carloads for the
year were 15.2 million, a rise of 2.2 percent over 2010, while intermodal
volume rose 5.4 percent, to 11.9 million containers and trailers. The
Association of American Railroads reports that Class I railroads have
recovered only 38 percent of the 2006 peak year carload traffic. Intermodal
volume has recovered 84 percent of its 2006 volume, clearly
demonstrating that intermodal is the growth sector in freight transportation.

At the RailTrends Conference in November 2011, Union Pacific’s Brian
McDonald said that shippers are moving to intermodal because rail can
deliver consistent reliable service that is truck competitive, assure
available capacity, ensure price stability, and increase the efficiency of
their supply chain. More trucking companies are partnering with rail for
intermodal service to avoid problems caused by the driver shortage and to
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avoid the cost of acquiring new equipment or put off replacing older
equipment. In fact, many carriers are investing in new intermodal chassis
and trailers, rather than full rigs. Registration of new commercial trailers
were up 49.7 percent in 2011, following a 42.9 percent rise in 2010. Last
year Burlington Northern’s John Lanigan mentioned that the railroad has
been increasing its intermodal penetration into medium and smaller sized
trucking companies. Union Pacific reports that it is making similar inroads
with medium and small shippers. McDonald estimates that if U.S. truckload
capacity is reduced by 5 percent, due to new regulations and the looming
driver shortage, it could equate to a 29 percent increase in total intermodal
loads.

With respect to capacity, railroads are in very good shape from an
infrastructure, equipment, and personnel basis. Capital expenditures for
equipment increased 91 percent in 2011, with the addition of 12,157 new
freight cars, 473 new locomotives, and 194 rebuilt locomotives. Car
builders reported over 50,000 freight cars on order at the end of 2011. In
addition railroad employment grew 5.7 percent in 2011.

Railroads faced rising costs during 2011, including fuel prices that rose
from $2.24 to $3.07 per gallon, an increase of 36.7 percent. This drove fuel
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expense up to 23.1 percent of operating costs in 2011, from 18.5 percent
in 2010. Union labor negotiations, which began in 2010, have been
protracted and were at times very volatile. A threatened strike in October
was averted when President Obama exercised his power to prevent the
disruption of commerce. The Railway Labor Act provides for a “cooling off”
period to continue negotiations. At the end of the cooling off period a strike
looked likely again, but just before the expiration both sides agreed to an
extension until February 2012. At year end all but one union had
tentatively reached agreement, with ratification votes taking place early in
2012. The bargaining round was successfully concluded on April 23 when
all thirteen unions representing over 132,000 freight rail workers voluntarily
reached agreements with the railroads. The new agreements call for pay
increases of 17 to 20 percent over the next five years.

Costs for the water sector declined 3 percent in 2011 (Slide 16). Total U.S.
container volumes in 2011 grew by 4 percent to reach 29.5 million twentyfoot equivalent units (TEUs), compared to 28.3 million TEUs in 2010.
Exports continued strong in 2011 with total volume increasing 6 percent, a
bit less than the 8 percent expansion in 2010. Import growth on the other
hand slowed considerably, increasing by 3 percent in 2011 after a 13
percent increase in 2010.
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It was a disappointing year for ocean carriers, 2010’s strong recovery
eroded in 2011. Vessel capacity continued to grow, outstripping demand
for much of the year. Peak season basically did not materialize because a
lagging mid-year economy did not support stocking up for holiday sales.
Lack of business and lower rates led several carriers in the Transpacific
trade to suspend some services during the slack winter months or leave a
market entirely. By late 2011 the number of idled container ships
worldwide roughly doubled to 246, or 4 percent of global container ship
fleet capacity – about a third of what we experienced at the height of the
recession when 12 percent of the fleet was idled.

While still experiencing mainly positive growth, our nation’s ports did not
enjoy the robust expansion in cargo volumes they experienced in 2010
(Slide 17). On the West Coast, Los Angeles increased container volumes
by a little over 1 percent, Oakland rose by less than 1 percent, and
Tacoma increased by slightly more than 2 percent. Long Beach was down
about 3 percent, while Seattle faired the worst with an almost 5 percent
drop. On the East Coast, the Ports of New York-New Jersey and
Savannah increased 4 percent, and Charleston and Norfolk each grew by
just over 1 percent.
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Tonnage on the inland waterways from March to May and then rebounded
strongly from May to July (Slide 18). The year ended almost at the same
volume as the end of 2010. Rates strengthened in this sector, mostly on
the strength of rail increases. Most commodities carried on the inland
waterway are bulk commodities and rail is its biggest competitor, so rates
for this sector tend to mirror rail rate changes.

Oil pipeline ton-miles were down almost 5 percent in 2011. This was offset
by a small upward rate adjustment, but pipeline revenue still declined 3.5
percent in 2011.

Air freight revenue declined 2 percent in 2011 (Slide 19). Over capacity
led to bad load factors dropping domestic air freight revenue ton-miles
over 3 percent. International air freight cargo was bolstered by a record
$400 billion dollars in export goods transported by air. This was not
enough to prevent a decline in international ton-miles, which fell just under
one percent in 2011.

Freight forwarders recorded the second largest increase of 9 percent over
2010 levels, primarily on the strength of third party logistics providers
(Slide 20). The third party logistics sector has completely recovered and
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has now surpassed its pre-recession levels substantially. Revenues for the
3PL sector rose 10.9 percent in 2011. Shipper related costs rose 9 percent
and logistics administration increased 4.9 percent.

The performance of our business logistics system looks for the last
decade, between 2002 and 2011 (Slide 21) shows that all three measures
are now about equal to where they were in 2002. As expected, all have
begun to trend upward, a sign of strengthening.

GDP was up in 2011, but logistics just edged it out (Slide 22). Looking at
the numbers we see that the growth in logistics cost has outpaced the
growth in GDP prior to the recession and has returned to that pattern.
Neither the economy as a whole, nor logistics costs grew much in 2011.

Looking Ahead

Things have not been especially robust in the first half of 2012 (Slide 23).
However there are enough signs of improvement that economy really does
seem on its way up. But just like the beginning of this ride, we are going to
experience bumps and setbacks along the way. Manufacturing has
slowed, but not stalled and new orders have been picking up. Industrial
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output has been stuck for a couple of months, but inched up in May.
Consumer confidence had been climbing, but has dropped for the last
three months. Unemployment dropped several times, but rose again in
May. The transportation sector, however, added 36,000 jobs in the month
of May, almost half of the 69,000 jobs added last month.

Even within the transportation sector there are conflicting signs. Some
carriers are ordering new equipment and preparing for returning volumes,
while others are deciding whether to stay in business. For instance,
Schneider National plans to replace one-third of its 10,000 plus tractor fleet
by the end of 2012. Schneider has invested in 3,000 new 2012 and 2013
tractors and is replacing them at a rate of 75 per week. The most
significant safety upgrade is the OnGuard collision mitigation system,
which assists drivers in recognizing and responding to potentially
dangerous driving scenarios that could lead to a rear-end collision.

A TCP survey done on January 10, 2012 found that almost three-fourths of
carriers either do not plan to add new capacity this year or will keep their
additions under 5 percent. Further, 28 percent of truckers surveyed said
they are considering selling out in the next 18 months if conditions don't
improve. That's the highest total percentage since the survey began
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almost three years ago. Nearly 40 percent of smaller carriers are weighing
an exit, compared with 23 percent of the larger carriers, TCP said.
Year-to-date rail carloads through May 2012 totaled 6,184,547, down 3.1
percent from the first five months of 2011 (Slide 24). Although, excluding
coal and grain, year-to-date carloads were up 6.3% through May. Carloads
fell every month this year until May. Year-to-date intermodal volume was
up 2.9 percent through May. Intermodal volumes fell in both January and
May. The Association of American Railroads (AAR) reports that the
number of railcars in storage has increased for eight straight months and is
now back up to 20.4 percent of the fleet.

GDP was revised downward for the first quarter of 2012 from 2.2 percent
growth to 1.9 percent (Slide 25). The Purchasing Managers Index, has
been falling for the last several months. The good news is that new orders
rose in May, up 3.3 percent. Taking stock of the performance of various
indicators gives me hope that we are making some real headway and not
falling so far back each time now (Slide 26). It is still going to be slow and
steady.
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Summary
The faster paced recovery we have been watching for has failed to
materialize and most economists feel that we are in this for the long haul.
GDP is expected to stay below 3 percent again this year. Unemployment
rates will decline and advance as discouraged workers reenter the job
market. Transportation employment increased in the first quarter.
Railroads, who had laid off seasonal maintenance workers, have brought
them all back, plus recruited additional workers.

Congress has failed to pass a transportation budget bill, as the industry
operated under yet another continuing resolution. It looks unlikely that
anything will happen before the election. No matter when or what form the
budget is agreed to, expect lower expenditures from the federal
government for transportation infrastructure.

Our recovery is dependent on our trading partners and their immediate
prognosis is not good. The European Union is experiencing some serious
financial problems and there is talk that some countries, especially
Greece, could drop out of the EU. Our exports have slowed in the last
several months and probably will not pick up again soon.
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And I will end with our favorite refrain, capacity issues are on the horizon. I
urge everyone to begin making contingency plans for the day you cannot
get a truck. The railroads are standing by with a great offer and have the
capacity to take up the slack.
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U.S. Business Logistics Costs
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The U.S. Business Logistics System Cost is the
Equivalent of 8.5
8 5 Percent of Current GDP in 2011
$ Billions
Carrying Costs - $2.184 Trillion All Business Inventory
Interest
Taxes, Obsolescence, Depreciation, Insurance
Warehousing

3
294
120
Subtotal

Up 7.6%

418

Transportation Costs
Motor Carriers
Truck – Intercity
Truck – Local

431
198
Subtotal

Other Carriers
Railroads
Water
Oil Pipelines
Air
Forwarders

(International 28, Domestic 5)
(International 16, Domestic 15)
Subtotal

629
68
32
10
32
35
177

Shipper Related Costs

10

Logistics Administration

49
TOTAL LOGISTICS COST

Up 6.2%

1,282
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Up 6.6%

Exports and Imports Soar in 2011
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Logistics Cost As A Percent of GDP
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Inventories Climb to Recession High
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The Inventory to Sales Ratio Was Flat in 2011
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U.S. Average Commercial Paper Rates
Declined Again in 2011
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2011 Recap for Trucking
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2011 Recap for Trucking
● Rates were up 5 to 15 percent in 2011
● Truck capacity is tightening and the driver shortage is being felt
already – without strong volumes
● Costs are rising almost as fast as rates
● Truck sales are gaining strength, but still have not reached
replacement
l
t llevels;
l used
d ttruck
k prices
i
h
have soared
d and
d th
the supply
l iis
dwindling
● CSA
 A 2011 Morgan Stanley shipper survey found
that 55 percent of those polled were reluctant
to use a carrier if even one of its seven BASIC
scores came in above the CSA threshold
 Hours of Service rule will likely lower
productivity
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2011 Recap for Trucking
Change in Employment and Number of
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Since 2008
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Freight
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2011 Recap for Railroads
● Rail carloadings mimicked 2010 for the most part and ended the year
only slightly higher than year end 2010
● Rates
R
have
h
risen
i
significantly
i ifi
l and
d much
h ffaster than
h iinflation
fl i
● Railroads have gained market share, especially in intermodal as more
medium-sized trucking companies began to use intermodal for the first
time to combat driver shortages and the high cost of adding to the fleet
● Rail demand lagged mid-year
● Low
L
natural
t l gas prices
i
and
d a warm
winter contributed to a sharp
decline in coal loadings
● No capacity problems
● Union labor negotiations protracted;
y Obama;; one union
strike averted by
unsettled at year end
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2011 Recap for Water
● Ocean carriers have tremendous excess capacity and are still
adding new ships to their fleets.
– Ocean carriers are operating at losses now and did not end the year well
– Rates have see-sawed as rate hikes failed to stick
– Routes eliminated or slowed greatly

● Many ports see increases year over year
● Barge traffic on the inland waterways
followed much the same pattern as
2010 and ended the year slightly
lower than 2010
● Inland waterway system plagued with
delays caused by aging locks and
sediment build
build-up
up
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U.S. Ports Improve Slightly in 2011
Port

2011 TEUs

2010 TEUs

Percent
Change

L Angeles
Los
A
l

7 940 511
7,940,511

7 831 902
7,831,902

1 4%
1.4%

Long Beach

6,061,091

6,263,499

-3.2%

New York

5,503,485

5,292,025

4.0%

Savannah

2,944,678

2,825,179

4.2%

Oakland

2,342,504

2,330,214

0.5%

Seattle

2 033 535
2,033,535

2 133 548
2,133,548

-4 7%
-4.7%

Norfolk

1,918,029

1,895,017

1.2%

Houston

1,866,450

1,817,169

2.7%

Tacoma

1,485,617

1,455,466

2.1%

Charleston

1,381,352

1,364,504

1.2%

Source: American Association of Port Authorities
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Monthly Tonnage Indicator for Internal Waterways
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2011 Recap for Air
● Domestic air cargo revenue ton-miles were down over 3 percent;
while international were down less than 1 percent
● More than $400B of U.S. merchandise was exported by air – an alltime high
● 29 cargo jets were added to the fleet in 2011
● Extra capacity in the industry led to
falling load factors and downward
rate pressure
● Jet fuel prices were on the rise for
much of 2011
● High inventories have curtailed
spending on air freight for
replenishment
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U.S. Third Party Logistics Market
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Index of Logistics Costs as a Percent of GDP
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GDP Growth and Logistics Cost Growth
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Recent Developments
● Freight volumes have gotten off to a very slow start in 2012 and are
not expected to ramp up dramatically
● Volumes have been growing faster than rates in the first quarter
quarter, but
not by much
 Contract rates negotiated last year anticipating significant increases in
2012 have dampened the overall trend in rates
 Spot market rates rose throughout most of the first quarter as demand
rose and capacity tightened

● High inventories and low demand have held down freight movement
so far in 2012
 Truck shipments were on the rise through March and have dropped off
off,
prompting some plants to lay off workers
 Rail carloads for the first five months of 2012 are down 3.1 percent
compared to the same period in 2011,
2011 and intermodal loadings are 2
2.9
9
percent higher through May
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Recent Developments
● The Institute for Supply Management’s manufacturing activity index
trended down in May, but remains above the 50 level that indicates
expansion
 In May New Orders were up

● Signs of strengthening:
 Businesses were hiring
g until May,
y, the drop
p in Mayy was enough
g to
increase unemployment to 8.2
 Retail sales are inching up and consumer spending has increased every
month this year
 Exports are growing despite the shaky state of the global economy

● Signs to be watchful of:
 Consumer
Co su e ccredit
ed t o
on tthe
e rise,
se, meaning
ea g co
consumers
su e s a
are
e not
ot spe
spending
d g in line
e
with their income
 Imports have been down during the first quarter
 Nation’s p
ports have seen a drop
p in the number of containers through
g the
port this year
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Summing Up
● Economy
 Expect continued slow growth – GDP around or under 3 percent
 High
g inventories are clouding
g the p
predictions of a strong
gp
peak season
 While hiring is growing and the unemployed rate is slowly dropping,
expect higher or stagnant unemployment rates because of discouraged
workers re-entering the market place as the economy improves

● Surface Transportation Budget
 Not much progress on this front, just a series of extensions
 Smaller budget in any case

● Global picture
 Most forecasts are currently very gloomy overall
 EU – continues to have members on the brink
 China – economy has slowed from double-digit growth to about 8 percent
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Key Takeaways
● Slow growth will be with us for the next several years – GDP
growth will hover below the 3 percent level needed to cut into the
unemployment; logistics will still be a bumpy road
● Economy is showing promising signs, but caution flags are
abundant
● Trucking industry has had capacity issues even in this lower
volume environment and will have difficulty meeting demand – the
railroad industry is well positioned to take up the slack with
intermodal
● Ocean carriers will continue to be plagued with over capacity and
rate problems
● Inventory management techniques are improving and these
practices are likely to be some of the major lessons learned coming
out of the very trying period we have endured for almost 5 years
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The Cost of the Business Logistics System in Relation to Gross Domestic Product
$ Billion Except GDP

YEAR

1981
1985
1990
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

NOMINAL VALUES OF ALL
GDP
BUSINESS
$ TRILLION
INVENTORY

3.13
4.22
5.80
7.41
7.84
8.33
8.79
9.35
9.95
10.29
10.64
11.14
11.87
12.64
13.38
14.03
14.29
13.94
14.53
15.09

747
847
1041
1211
1240
1280
1317
1381
1478
1403
1451
1508
1650
1750
1859
2015
1963
1827
2022
2184

INVENTORY
CARRYING
RATE

34.7%
26.8%
27.2%
24.9%
24.4%
24.5%
24.4%
24.1%
25.3%
22.8%
20.7%
20.1%
20.4%
22.3%
24.0%
24.1%
21.4%
19.3%
19.2%
19.1%

INVENTORY TRANSPOR- ADMINI- TOTAL U.S. LOGISTICS INVENTORY TRANSPORCARRYING
TATION STRATIVE LOGISTICS
% OF
AS A % OF
TATION AS
COSTS
COSTS
COSTS
COST
GDP
GDP
A % OF GDP

259
227
283
302
303
314
321
333
374
320
300
304
337
390
446
485
420
352
388
418

228
274
351
441
467
503
529
554
594
609
582
607
652
739
809
855
872
705
768
815

19
20
25
30
31
33
34
35
39
37
35
36
39
46
50.2
54
52
43
47
49

506
521
659
773
801
850
884
922
1007
966
917
947
1028
1175
1305
1394
1344
1100
1203
1282

16.2
12.3
11.4
10.4
10.2
10.2
10.1
9.9
10.1
9.4
8.6
8.5
8.7
9.3
9.8
9.9
9.4
7.9
8.3
8.5

8.3
5.4
4.9
4.1
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.8
3.1
2.8
2.7
2.8
3.1
3.3
3.5
2.9
2.5
2.7
2.8

7.3
6.5
6.1
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.9
6.0
5.9
5.5
5.4
5.5
5.8
6.0
6.1
6.1
5.1
5.3
5.4

INV. AS A
% OF GDP
1985 BASE

154
100
91
76
72
70
68
66
70
58
52
51
53
57
62
64
55
47
50
51

TRAN AS A
% 0F GDP
1985 BASE

112
100
93
92
92
93
93
91
92
91
84
84
85
90
93
94
94
78
81
83

Note: The Bureau of Economic Analysis issued a revised series for GDP which has been incorporated into this table.
Data Sources: National Income and Products Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Statistical Abstract, U.S. Department of Commerce
Methodology: Business Logistics: Heskett, Ivie, Glaskowsky. 2nd Edition, 1973 The Ronald Press, New York, NY
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TOT. AS A
% OF GDP
1985 BASE

131
100
92
84
83
83
81
80
82
76
70
69
70
75
79
80
76
64
67
69

GDP AS A
% OF GDP
1985 BASE

74
100
137
176
186
197
208
222
236
244
252
264
281
300
317
332
339
330
344
358

TOT AS A
% 0F TRAN
1985 BASE

83
100
128
161
170
184
193
202
217
222
212
222
238
270
295
312
318
257
280
298
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